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present invention relates to the field of electric motors, and more particularly to a
cooling system for an electric motor, including a heat transfer unit and an electric
current distribution unit, the heat transfer unit and the electric current distribution
unit being disposed between an external wall of the stator of the electric motor and

the ambient air. The disclosed subject matter may relate to a presently known
motor. However, it is to be appreciated that the present invention may be

applicable to any electric motor to a greater or lesser degree. Electric motors
typically include a stator and a rotor. The stator is formed from an outer wall and a
plurality of coils of a conductor disposed in the wall. In this configuration, the stator
forms the outer wall of the motor. The rotor is generally situated within the stator
and also includes a plurality of coils of a conductor. The rotor may be formed of

iron, steel, or another material. The rotor may rotate about a central axis relative to
the stator so as to move a component that may be actuated by the rotation of the

rotor. The rotor may rotate at high speed, which may cause the rotor to heat
significantly. Consequently, cooling the rotor is typically required to ensure that the

rotor does not overheat. In one type of motor, the rotor is rotatably supported
within the stator by a bearing. The bearing supports the rotor so that the rotor does
not contact the stator, which may assist in preventing damage to the stator caused
by the contact. An example of such a motor is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,269,702

to Quigley. Quigley discloses a motor including a stator and a rotor rotatably
supported by three balls. During operation of the motor, each of the three balls is
positioned at the interface between the rotor and stator so as to support the rotor

and prevent damage to the stator. The rotor may be cooled by circulating a cooling
fluid from an opening at a center of the rotor through a second opening in the stator
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doesn't like the folder name. I changed the folder to something else and it worked. package api
import "net/http" // IntervalInterval defines the response time that it takes to respond // for an HTTP
request. type IntervalInterval interface { Interval() time.Duration } // RequestIntervalInterval defines

the response time that it takes to respond // for an HTTP request. type RequestIntervalInterval
interface { Interval() time.Duration } // HandlerIntervalInterval defines the response time of an HTTP

handler. type HandlerIntervalInterval interface { Interval() time.Duration } // RateLimitInterval
defines the time interval in which the request rate // limits should be enforced. type RateLimitInterval
struct { Interval time.Duration } // RateLimiterResponseWriter is a WriteCloser that implements both
// Write and Close. It writes the bytes that are passed in and aborts the // response body writer if an

error occurs. This is used for rate limiting // functions that must abort when an error occurs. type
RateLimiterResponseWriter struct { response http.ResponseWriter Closer http.CloseNotifier err error

} // Write writes bytes to the connection and aborts if the write exceeds the // timeout. func (rl
*RateLimiterResponseWriter) Write(bytes []byte) (int, error) { var timeout time.Duration if v, err :=
rl.Response.Write(bytes); v > 0 && err == nil && rl.err == nil { timeout = rl.Interval } for { // If we
exceed the timeout, write the bytes and abort the writer. // We keep track of a write that exceeds

the timeout, so we don't // abort the response several 648931e174
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